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Biological Foundations
•Psycholinguistics is the study of how
language is processed in the
mind/brain

•Do we know what we are studying?
In other words, what is language?

What language is not

• Language does not exist outside the human
mind

• Writing samples, audio files, video these are
recordings of language but not instances of
language
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What language is

• Product of the human mind
• The human mind being a product of the

brain
• It can be considered to be an organ of the

mind, like other cognitive organs - vision,
etc.

Mind - Brain connection

• Brain damage
– When certain parts of the brain are damaged

specific language deficits arise
– This is also true for other cognitive systems.

For example damage to the visual cortex
• Brain imaging

– There is a correlation between cognitive tasks
and brain activation
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Regions of the brain identified
for language

Deficits associated with brain
damage

• Broca’s Area
– Disturbance of speech production
– Agrammatic speech
– Relatively good comprehension and naming

• Wernicke’s area
– Disturbances in Auditory comprehension
– Fluent speech
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Tomography - Wernicke’s

Tomography Broca’s
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Broca’s Area - speech example
– M.E. Cinderella...poor...um 'dopted her...scrubbed floor, um,

tidy...poor, um...'dopted...Si-sisters and mother...ball. Ball,
prince um, shoe...

–  Examiner Keep going.
– M.E. Scrubbed and uh washed and un...tidy, uh, sisters and

mother, prince, no, prince, yes. Cinderella hooked prince.
(Laughs.) Um, um, shoes, um, twelve o'clock ball, finished.

–  Examiner So what happened in the end?
– M.E. Married.
– Examiner How does he find her?
– M.E. Um, Prince, um, happen to, um...Prince, and Cinderalla

meet, um met um met.
– Examiner What happened at the ball? They didn't get

married at the ball.
– M.E.No, um, no...I don't know. Shoe, um found shoe... !

Broca’s area

• Evidence for language processing form
– Brain disorders
– Imaging

• Main functions of Broca’s area
– Speech production
– Semantic processing
– Grammatical processing
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Wernicke’s Speech
C.B. Uh, well this is the ... the /dødøü/ of this. This and

this and this and this. These things going in there like
that. This is /sen/ things here. This one here, these
two things here. And the other one here, back in this
one, this one /gø__ look at this one.

 Examiner Yeah, what's happening there?
C.B. I can't tell you what that is, but I know what it is, but

I don't now where it is. But I don't know what's under.
I know it's you couldn't say it's ... I couldn't say what it
is. I couldn't say what that is. This shu-- that should
be right in here. That's very bad in there. Anyway,
this one here, and that, and that's it. This is the
getting in here and that's the getting around here,
and that, and that's it. This is getting in here and
that's the getting around here, this one and one with
this one. And this one, and that's it, isn't it? I don't
know what else you'd want.

Cookie theft picture
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Wernicke’s lesion - brain

Auditory and motor cortex connection

http://www.molbio.princeton.edu/courses/mb427/2000/projects/0008/normbrainmain.html
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Geshwind’s model

Broca’s Area comprehension

The woman who is chasing the man is fast
Reversible sentence
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Comprehension c.d.

The woman who kicked the car is angry

Non-reversible

Wernickes vs Broca’s
comprehension

• Wernickes - bad reversible or non-
reversible

• Broca’s bad on reversible, and certain
subtypes
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Broca’s brain activation

( A) GR vs. CO; ( B) SP vs. CO. The color bars at right indicate the t-values of the
comparison. Activation in the GR condition is generally greater in language areas
than activation in the SP condition; this difference is particularly prominent in
Broca's area (B), compared with Wernicke's area (W) and AG/SMG.  Proc Natl
Acad Sci U S A. 2000 May 23; 97(11): 6150–6154. Copyright 2000
The National Academy of Sciences

•loss of the ability to
understand language person

• can speak clearly, but
output is “word salad”

•repetition problems

•prevents a person from
producing speech

•person can understand
language

•words are not properly
formed

•speech is slow and slurred.

•grammar is affected

WernickeBroca
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Brain and modularity

• Brain damage provides evidence that there
are regions of the brain associated with
certain functions

• Imagining corroborates brain damage data
• Suggestive of brain modularity - specialized

areas

Summary
• Brain damage allows us to connect the brain to

functions of the mind
– However, brain regions have multiple functions

• Broca’s
– Semantics
– Syntax
– Production

• You have to be careful reductionism is tricky
• Could be that Broca’s region is a set of smaller

regions.
• But what if we do not find 1-1 correspondence

between domains of the mind and brain regions?


